
Prior to European settlement the area that is now the town of Halls Creek once formed
a boundary between the traditional country of Djaru and Kija people. Local knowledge,
archaeological and anthropological reports confirm that this site was also a trading and
meeting place for Aboriginal people from as far away as Broome on the West Coast and
Newcastle River in the Northern Territory. Due to the contrasting soil, plant and animal life
Aboriginal people from different tribes and areas would come to this site and exchange
food, ochres and artefacts with one another at the same location at specific times of
the year. These activities have left their traces in the landscape in the form of scatters
of stone artefacts and old camping places. Through the process of carlcon dating, 

'

archaeological reports confirm that aboriginal people used this area more than 4500
years ago.

Archaeologist Rodney Harrison from University of WA has collected evidence in the form
of charcoal fragments of traditional weapons from the Halls Creek town site.

Djaru elder Mona Green remembers her parents making boomerangs, shields, spears
and coolamon (wooden carrier for food, water or babies) and saving them for the next
time the different tribes would meet and trade. She said her mother would make widagi
(hair belts) and yowdi (rabbit tail headdress) in her spare time and would trade them for
pearl shell pendants from the coast. Kija elder Dorrs Fletcher recalls the area was also
used to learn different corroborees. She remembers her family gathering at the site to tell
stories and to exchange artefacts with Walmajarri, Kukatja and Malngin people.

The first time Djaru people saw gardiyas (white people) was at the place called
Mundabarri, which is now called 18 Mile. At first they thought they were Gugurr (Ghosts).

With the gardiyas came the goldrush and cattle industry and as a direct consequence
foreign laws suddenly restricted Aboriginal people and their cultural practices. Aboriginals
were no longer able to travelfreely on the land and many bush foods became extinct
with the introduction of cattle to the Kimberly. Once the cattle industry was established
Aboriginal people had to adapt to the European method of working the land. Many
families were either forced onto cattle stations or they moved there to be with other
families. The gardiyas taught the men how to work the stock and women domestic
duties. Back then the only payment they received were rations of tobacco, flour, tea and
blankets.

It is important to remember that prior to 1962 Aboriginal people in Australia were
classified as flora and fauna, and in 1967 Aboriginal people were given the right to vote.


